WELCOME TO BABY CORP!

HERE ARE YOUR TRAINING MATERIALS TO GET YOU READY FOR WORK

THE BOSS BABY

FAMILY BUSINESS

WATCH NOW
LET'S ALL GET BACK TO BUSINESS!

Show us your filled-out First Day Back to Business forms by sharing them on Facebook and Instagram using #BossBabiesFirstDay

NAME

FIRST DAY OF

I am ____ Years Old

I CAN'T WAIT TO LEARN

I AM MOST EXCITED ABOUT

DRAW YOURSELF HERE:

I WANT TO BE

WHEN I GROW UP

© 2021 DreamWorks Animation LLC. All Rights Reserved.
© 2021 Universal Studios. All Rights Reserved.
**NEW RECRUIT MUST-HAVES**

- SPIFFY NEW OUTFIT
- LUNCHBOX
- NOTEBOOK
- BACKPACK
- PENCILS & PENS
- PET PONY
- GLUE STICKS
- STICKY NOTES
- CELL PHONE
- HELICOPTER
- MENTOS & SODA
- UNDERCOVER OUTFITS
- WADS OF CASH
- EXTRA PACIFIERS
BABY CORP’S SUPER DUPER BABY FORMULA*

*This product may cause the sudden desire to play peek-a-boo

**INGREDIENTS**
- white grape juice
- apple juice
- blue food dye

**DIRECTIONS**
1. Mix your apple juice and your grape juice (however much of each you want!).
2. Sprinkle in 3 drops of blue food coloring and mix. Enjoy your 48 hours as a baby!

TINA’S TUNA SURPRISE

**INGREDIENTS**
- 2 cans (6 oz. each) tuna in water, drained
- 1/2 c. relish
- 1/2 c. mayonnaise
- 1/4 tsp. salt
- sliced bread
- potato chips

**DIRECTIONS**
1. In a medium bowl, mix the tuna, relish, mayonnaise, and salt.
2. Spread tuna mixture on the bread slices. Top with your favorite potato chips for a crunchy surprise.

TED’S TURKEY CLUB FOR CLOSERS

**INGREDIENTS**
- 1/2 ripe avocado, pitted and peeled
- 2 slices rustic whole wheat bread
- 1 tbsp. mayonnaise
- 4 strips of bacon
- 2 slices of Monterey jack cheese
- 2 slices ripe tomato
- 3 to 4 slices of turkey

**DIRECTIONS**
1. Peel the avocado and scoop out the insides. Then, take your fork and mash the avocado onto a slice of bread.
2. Squirt some mayo onto the other slice of bread. Add more if you love mayo!
3. Put your tomato and turkey on top of the mashed avocado, then add the cheese and bacon for some extra goodness.
4. Put your sandwich together and chow down!
Cut out each bingo card and distribute them amongst players. Play along as you watch the movie! Match five icons in a row to win!
Help Tabitha and Tina use the mind-blowing science of soda and mints to take down a baby gone rogue! This is gonna get messy, so make sure you do it outside in a yard or a park.

SUPPLIES
- One 2 liter bottle of dark colored soda (like rootbeer or cola)
- One Mentos
- A flat-bottom container or tub
- Goggles or safety glasses
- A parent or trusted adult

DIRECTIONS
1. First, put your flat-bottom container on a flat surface and put your bottle of soda next to it.
2. Then, keep yourself safe by putting on your safety goggles. This next part happens very quickly, so it’s important to be safe.
3. Now, carefully open the soda bottle and grab one mint. All it takes is one mint! Count down from 3, then plop the mint into the bottle. Quickly take a few steps back and watch it explode into the sky!

SCIENCE BEHIND THE MESS
Soda has carbon dioxide in it, giving it those famous bubbles. The mint has baking soda in it, which produces even more carbon dioxide bubbles when you drop it into the soda! As the mint sinks into the soda, those bubbles start to rise and mix with the soda’s carbon dioxide. This causes WAY more carbon dioxide creation, and WAY more rising bubbles. Since all of this happens so fast, the bubbles have nowhere to go but up, causing the eruption! To see more check out the Volcano To Go Bonus Feature on your copy of The Boss Baby: Family Business.*

*Bonus features are only available at select digital retailers. Check retailer for details.
Help Ted get to his brother Tim. Beware of ninja babies along the way!
Let’s create your own “Sparkliest Glitteriest Tiara You’ve Ever Seen” like the one worn by Precious Templeton in the all-new short, *Precious Templeton: A Pony Tale.*

**YOU WILL NEED:**
- 1 piece of paper (any color)
- scissors
- glitter
- liquid glue
- paintbrush
- pencil with eraser
- newspaper (or any scrap paper)
- stapler

**STEP 1:**
Let’s make your own Sparkliest Glitteriest Crown You’ve Ever Seen! Get a blank piece of 8.5” x 11” paper and fold it half the long way. Thicker paper would be best.

**STEP 2:**
Draw the outline of your dream crown on one side of the sheet of paper, leaving a one-inch border all the way around. Make sure the dips and points are above the one-inch border.

**STEP 3:**
Carefully cut out the crown outline you just made. Make sure you cut through both sheets of the folded paper. You should have two equal halves of crown now!

**STEP 4:**
It’s time to staple! Overlap an edge of one half of the crown with the edge of the other half. Staple them together! But, don’t staple the other side just yet.

*Bonus features are only available at select digital retailers. Check retailer for details.*
STEP 5:
Put down some scrap paper for this next part or it’s gonna get sticky! Place your crown on top. Squeeze liquid glue all over one side of your crown and spread it around with a paintbrush.

STEP 6:
Glitter it up! Dust as much glitter as you want all over the crown. Do it quickly, before the glue dries. Spread the glitter around to cover the whole crown. Wait for at least 15 minutes for the glue to dry.

Once the glue is dry, lift up your crown and shake the excess glitter off. If it’s not glittery enough for you yet, repeat the glueing and glittering process until it sparkles as much as you want! Make sure the glitter crown is dry before you repeat the process.

STEP 7:
Now that your crown is sparkly and shining, loop it into a circle and staple the remaining ends shut.

STEP 8:
TA-DA!
The Sparkliest Glitteriest Crown You’ve Ever Seen is all yours! Wear it like a BOSS and Watch the all-new short, Precious Templeton: A Pony Tale*

*Bonus features are only available at select digital retailers. Check retailer for details.